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Introduction
The IDEP (Intrastat Data Entry Package) software has been created already in 1993
together with the Intrastat system. At that moment it was distributed on diskette,
then on CD and finally it is also available on the Internet.
IDEP.Web gives you the possibility to create different statistical declarations (Intrastat
and balance of payments) for Statec.
Using the IDEP.Web form
To be able to use Idep.Web in the best way, we recommend using a recent version of
the following internet browsers :
-

Google chrome
Internet Explorer
Mozilla Firefox
Safari
Opera.

The Idep.Web form may be used in one for the following 4 languages
- French
- German
- English
- Luxembourgish.

:

Declaring with IDEP.Web
Using
-

Idep.Web you will be able to create the following statistical declarations :
the Intrastat declaration for arrival
the Intrastat declaration for dispatch
the Intrastat declaration for the balance of payments .

Technical helpdesk for “IDEP“
If you have any questions about the use of the Idep.Web form, please contact :
-

Francis Sonnetti at 2478 4293 or by email at francis.sonnetti@statec.etat.lu
Jean-Pierre Jossa at 2478 4286 or by email at jean-pierre.jossa@statec.etat.lu

The “Intrastat“ helpdesk
If you have questions on the different Intrastat declarations, please contact :
-

Luc Kohnen at 2478 4246 or by email at luc.kohnen@statec.etat.lu
Pascal Harsch at 2478 4236 or by email at pascal.harsch@statec.etat.lu

The « Balance of Payments » helpdesk
If you have questions on the “balance of payments” returns , please contact :
-

Help-desk at 2478 4200 or by mail at balance@statec.etat.lu .
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Request to get access to Idep.Web
Idep.Web is only accessible, if you requested a user-id and a password from Statec.
This request has to be addressed to :
-

Luc Kohnen at 2478 4246 or by mail to luc.kohnen@statec.etat.lu
Jean-Pierre Jossa at 2478 4286 or by mail to jean-pierre.jossa@statec.etat.lu .

Please note that the user-id and the password will , for obvious security reasons, only
be transmitted by registered post .
To get access, you will have to indicate :
-

the
the
the
the
the

name of your company
identification of the company ID (LU…)
exact address of the company
name of the contact person that will use Idep.web
phone number and mail-address of the Idep.web user.

Case of a third-declarants (please have also a look at „procedure to be respected for a

third-declarant“ page 55)
The third-declarant has first of all to ask for an own user-id and password.
The letters with the user and password of his customers will be sent directly to the
clients.
The first time, the customer of the third-declarant will have to enter their Idep.web
account themselves, to complete first the company’s data and then to give the thirddeclarant the permission to enter data on their behalf.
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First access to the Idep.Web form
The access to the Idep.Web form is possible at :

services.statec.lu/IdepWeb/

You will access Idep.Web for the first time by entering the user-id in the field Id.
number, followed by the password :

A click on

will start Idep.Web .

Your first action will be the completion of the company’s details for which the
declarations have to be done :
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Initialization of the Idep.Web form
The first part concerns the company’s parameters :

Field
Company name
Address
P. code
City
Country
Title
First name
Last name
Phone number
E-mail

Description
Name of the company
Address of the company (street and number)
Postal code in the town
Town where the company resides
Country where the company is situated
Title (Ms. or Mr.) for the contact person
First name(s) of the contact person
Last name(s) of the contact person
Phone number of the contact person
E-mail address of the contact person

Beneath on the same form, you will have to do an indication about the type of
declarations you will have to fill-in. For every declaration form, you are even allowed
to indicate a different contact person :

Field
Enabled declarations
Balance of
payments (BoP)
Intrastat (arrival)

Intrastat (dispatch)

Title
First name
Last name
Phone number
E-mail

Description
Indication about the declarations which have to be created in
Idep.Web
If activated, a declaration for the balance of payments has to
be created
If activated, Intrastat declarations for arrival will be available.
A supplementary indication on the form to be used, has to be
done at the bottom of the form.
If activated, Intrastat declarations for dispatch will have to be
created. A supplementary indication on the form to be used,
has to be done at the bottom of the form.
Title (Ms. or Mr.) for the person in charge of that declaration
First name(s) of the person in charge of declaration
Last name(s) of the person in charge of that declaration
Phone number of the person in charge of that declaration
E-mail address of the person in charge of that declaration
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Idep.web home page
Just after saving the company’s details, the Idep.Web home page will be presented to
you :

At the home page , you can see the menus and their options which can simply be
activated by a mouse-click .
If you select a menu, some options will appear.
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Idep.web menus
The different menus will be :

Actions
Statec
Declarations
CN8
Tables
Company’s goods-codes
Trade-partners
Exchange-rates
Line models
Import
Import
View import-log
Import-format
Parties
Company’s parameters
Main company param.
Change to another company

Third-party-declarants
Transmit some
Tools
CN8
On-going jobs
Downloads

Options
Help
Site map
Help
Support
Informations

The home page
The overview of declarations
Possibility to search the official 8-digit good-code

relation table between CN8 good-codes and the
company’s internal good-codes or the product name
table with the company’s trade-partners
table with the currency exchange-rates
table with prepared declaration lines, called line models

Interface allowing the import of declarations, tradepartners, company good-codes or line models
View the result of the import action
Possibility to create an interface for the data-import

The informations on the company, as well as the
indications on the kind of declarations to fill-in
Information on the main company (ex.: the thirddeclarant)
This option does only appear if one company has the
permission to create also declarations for another
company (example third-declarants)
Parameter giving a third-declarant the possibility to do
the declarations instead of the company itself
transmit several declarations at the same time

Tool for the search of good-codes (by keyword, in a
hierarchical or in a simple way)
List of the jobs that have been started or are still running
Possibility to export different tables from Idep.Web to be
able to use them in your own information system (CN8
goods-codes, Bop codes, country codes, trade-partners,
Intrastat tables, etc.) – available format : text, xml or
zip
Possibility to configure certain Idep.Web screens

Displays the structure of the Idep.Web site and gives
direct access to different options
A structured Idep.Web help
Contact to the different helpdesks
Link to the pages where the official information on
« Intrastat » and the « Balance of payments » can be
found
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Language
At the top right corner you find different flags :

Clicking on one of them, will change the language used inside the Web-form to the
official one used in that country. The available languages are: French, Luxembourgish,
German and English.
The flag that is darker represents the actual language being used; in this case : the
English one.
Your selection will stay in memory for the next time you will access the Idep.Web
form.
Different zones at the home page
Message zone (at the top left corner)
Important messages may appear on the left :

Messages may concern a declaration dead-line that you missed : You missed the
deadline for … !
On the left side, you will also find the company’s data that you indicated at the menu
and its option
.
In case changes have to be done, you will simply have to click on “Click here to
change“ :
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Important tasks (in the middle part of the home page)
In that list you will find fundamental Idep.Web options as « Create a declaration »,
the « Overview of declarations » or the possibility to “change password” :

Documentations

In this part you will find documentations about Idep.web :
-

Idep.Web manual : the complete manual on Idep.web
FAQ – Frequently asked questions : answers to the most common questions to
the help-desk
To be a third-declarant in Idep.web : a short guide for third-declarants and
their customers
New options in this version : the latest changes in Idep.web.

Last activities (in the right part of the home page)
In this option, you will find a list of functions that you used in the past time. This way
it will be easier to enter directly into your preferred functions.

To renew that list, you have to click on

.
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Traces
During the use of the menus and options, you will always find a line at the top of the
screen where you will find a trace about which ways you used, to get to actual
option :

The different entry fields
There are two types of fields :
- the mandatory fields
- the optional fields .
The mandatory fields react as described below :
- not filled-in mandatory fields will be in yellow
- erroneous mandatory fields will be red-lighted
- not correctly filled-in mandatory fields will be in green.
Optional fields will behave as follows :
- not filled-in or incorrect optional fields will have a white colour
- incorrect optional fields will be in red .
All fields can be :
- free texts
- a combo-box with drop-down and possibility of typing in text
- a pick-list field with pop-up selection and the possibility of typing text in.
All these fields are under certain restrictions :
- a maximum length (up to N characters)
- a type of data (letters or only numbers)
- a range of possible values (defined in a drop-down or pop-up list )
- special validation rules (ex.: the VAT algorithm, a valid email-address, etc.).
The error messages concerning the fields, will be displayed in the right part of the
screen or simply below the form. For every erroneous field, an indication on the error
type will be shown in the error summary.
If you want to leave a screen without saved data (e.g. when closing the browser or
choosing any link on the page) a warning will appear : Do you want to exit without
saving ?
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List forms
The following principles will be in use in Idep.Web lists :
All lists will be divided into more screens, if they exceed a certain amount of lines :
- the number of lines displayed on screen can be defined with “Tools / Options"
- paging controls are displayed, if there is more than one page of data.
In the lists with a selection column, it is possible :
- to select from 0 to N entries
- to edit an entry by a double-click
- to apply an action on the selected entries using the menu “Actions"
- to enter a search criteria in the search field in the left top corner
- to get an indication on the number of entries in the list in the right top corner.
Online help
On every page, except for the home page, you have the possibility to ask for online
help at the right bottom of the selected option.
Navigation
We recommend not to use the "previous" and "next" buttons of the browser, but to
use simply the foreseen buttons inside the Idep.Web form.
On most of the screens, a «return to ..." button is available at the left side of the
bottom. That button allows to return to the previous function or screen.
The effect will be the same if you click on the previous entry in the trace.
You have different possibilities to find your way :
- by selecting a menu and its options
- by the options « Important tasks » and « Last activities » presented at the
home page
- by the « Site map » (at the bottom of the page) which will give you access to
all possible functions .
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Changing the Idep.Web settings
The sub-menu « Options » of the « Tools » menu allows you to change different
Idep.Web settings :

-

-

-

-

the parameter « Number of lines … shown » will allow you to configure how
many lines of a list or table will be displayed on one page . In case that fixed
amount of lines is exceeded, the data will be presented on several pages
«Show instructions » allows you to get certain advices about different pages
and options of the Web-form. : if that disturbs you, simply switch it off
the option « Show help in a separate popup window » gives the opportunity to
allow that on a request for online help, your actual function will stay in the
back-ground, while the help screen will be shown in a separate window. This
way, you will lose no data
the option “Show possible CN8 …” will give you the opportunity to have an extra
window besides the declaration line entry, in which you will be able to watch
the progression for the search of the good-code inside the nomenclature
the “Change password” option will allow you to arrange the Idep-Web-userpassword in line with your needs.
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Creation of a declaration
To create a declaration, you simply click on the
« Important tasks » at the home page :

icon in the column

Another option allows you to do the same : simply click on
use
followed by the option
:

and then

You will first have to choose the kind of declaration you want to create :

In the following part, you will have to indicate in which way the declaration will be
created or what kind of declaration it will be. The choices will be :
- Type in declaration : if you want to type in the declaration
- Import declaration : if you want to import data from a file
- Nil declaration : if for that month you had no Import/Export
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-

Replace declaration : if you want to do changes on an already transmitted
declaration

Finally, you will have to do an indication on the period for which you declare.
If you simply click on

, you open that new declaration.
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The look of the declaration form will differ depending on the type that has been
selected : Intrastat declaration (arrival or dispatch), declaration for the balance of
payments.
The declaration form might differ, but the procedure remains the same. The user may
use either his mouse or the « TAB » key to pass from one field to another.
On some fields, where a pop-up list is available, the jump to the next field is
automatic, as soon as a correct value has been entered.
The mandatory fields will be represented in a yellow colour, the optional ones with a
white one.
If in certain fields, the user knows what to enter, he may do that directly. In other
cases, some drop-down or pop-up lists could be available.
The fields of a drop-down list are presented as follows :

The user may click on the down-arrow on the right of the field and will see the
available values among which he will be able to do a choice :

The user picks a value by clicking on one of the values :
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Intrastat declaration lines for arrival
Concerning the Intrastat declaration, there are three different types : simplified,
detailed and extended .
The following example presents an extended declaration line , where every possible
field of an Intrastat declaration for arrival is presented :

Country of consignment
Member state from where the goods got imported (two alphabetic positions).
Country of origin
Country where the goods have been produced (two alphabetic positions).
Nature of transaction
Commercial operation that has taken place (two numerical positions).
Mode of transport
The mode of transport represents the mean used when the good crossed the border of
the Luxembourgish territory (1 numerical position).
Company’s code
Internal good code (or product name) used in the company in relation to the official
goods-code (a table can be defined at « "Tables / Company’s goods-codes").
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CN8 goods-code
The official goods-code (8 numerical positions) of the combined nomenclature.
In IDEP it is possible to search for a goods-code in the normal way, in a hierarchical
mode or by keyword.
Net mass in kg
Total net mass of the goods in kilograms without decimals.
Sometimes the indication of the net mass is replaced by the request of the quantity
(suppl. units), depending on the goods-code.
Suppl. units (*)
The supplementary unit is simply the quantity of goods.
IDEP will display that field if it is requested. In that case, the net mass will be
optional.
Currency code
By selecting a currency code, a supplementary field in which the value can be entered
in a foreign currency will be added. The conversion into a Euro value will be done
automatically.
Invoice value in foreign currency
Total value in foreign currency (without VAT) – appears only if field “Currency code” is
used.
Statistical value in foreign currency
The statistical value in foreign currency – appears only if field “Currency code” is used.
Invoice value in EURO
Total value in Euro without decimals (without VAT) . It is not possible to add a
negative value.
Statistical value in EURO
The statistical value is the invoice value added by the transport and insurance cost. It
is not possible to add a negative value.
Reference
This field is optional. It can be used to indicate a reference to your invoices (ex. :
invoice number, trade-partner, etc.) This field will not be transmitted to Statec.
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Intrastat declaration lines for dispatch
The following example will show an extended Intrastat declaration line , where every
possible field of a dispatch declaration is presented :

Partner VAT number
The partner Vat number overtaken from "Tables / Trade-partners" is an indication on
the company to which the good got delivered. If the field is erroneous, it will be in
red. If it corresponds to the norm, a check of its registration will take place.
Country of destination
Member State to which the goods have been exported (two alphabetic positions) .
Nature of transaction
Commercial operation (two numerical positions).
Mode of transport
The mode of transport represents the mean used when the good crossed the border of
the Luxembourgish territory (1 numerical position).
Company’s code
Internal good code (or product name) used in the company in relation to the official
goods-code (a table can be defined under « "Tables / Company’s goods-codes").
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CN8 goods-code
The official goods-code (8 numerical positions) of the combined nomenclature.
In IDEP it is possible to search for a goods-code in the normal way, in a hierarchical
mode or by keyword.
Net mass in kg
Total net mass of the goods (not the weight per unit !) in kilograms without decimals.
Sometimes the indication of the net mass is replaced by the request of the quantity
(suppl. units), depending on the goods-code.
Suppl. units
The supplementary unit is simply the quantity of goods.
IDEP will display that field if it is requested. In that case, the net mass will be
optional.
Currency code
By selecting a currency code, a supplementary field in which the value can be entered
in a foreign currency will be added. The conversion into a Euro value will be done
automatically.
Invoice value in foreign currency
Total value in foreign currency (without VAT) – appears only if field “Currency code” is
used.
Statistical value in foreign currency
The statistical value in foreign currency – appears only if field “Currency code” is used.
Invoice value in EURO
Total value in Euro without decimals (without VAT). It is not possible to add a
negative value.
Statistical value in EURO
The statistical value is the invoice value with taking into consideration the transport
and insurance cost. It is not possible to add a negative value.
Reference
This field is optional. It can be used to indicated a reference to your invoices (ex. :
invoice number, trade-partner, etc.) This field will not be transmitted to Statec.
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Declaration line for the « Balance of payments »
The following screen presents a declaration line for the “balance of payments”, that
may change according to the declaration code . Two looks are possible :

or :

Country
For transactions : The country (code with 2 alphabetical characters) of residence of
the foreign counterpart or the code of the international body with which the
transactions were realized.
For stocks : The country (code with 2 alphabetical characters) of residence of the
foreign counterpart or the code of the international body for which there are balances
on accounts.
Bop-code
For transactions : The Bop-code (3 to 6 alphanumeric characters) represents the
nature of the transaction (deal) according to the list of the economic codes.
For stocks : The bop-code (5 alphanumeric characters) represents the category of the
account according to the list of the stocks of assets and liabilities .
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Currency code
For transactions : The currency (code with 3 alphabetical characters) in which the
amounts are expressed. The transactions (deals) cleared in different currencies are to
be converted into the currency of the statement.
For stocks : The currency (code with 3 alphabetical characters) in which the amounts
of the accounts are expressed. The conversion in another currency is not authorized.
Sales / Income
The amount of the transactions (deals) cleared during the considered period and
provided by economic code and by country code.
Purchases / Expenses
The amount of the transactions (deals) cleared during the considered period and
provided by economic code and by country code.
Asset value
The amount of assets towards non-residents at the end of the considered period.
Liability value
The amount of liabilities towards non-residents at the end of the considered period..
Reference
Entering any reference is optional.
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Entry of a declaration line
As soon as a line has been completed, you have different possibilities :
: choose this option if you want to save a line, and continue to enter
more lines. The form will be cleared and prepared for the next entry. The line counter
will be incremented.
: choose this option if you want to save the line and stop the line entry.
You will get back to the overview of lines.
: This option allows you to cancel the line entry and to get
back to the overview of lines.
Save a line
At any moment, you may save the line that you just entered.
If the line is not complete or if there are erroneous fields, a message similar to the
following, will be issued :

After every entry, IDEP will check the different fields and will display a message as
soon a field has not been filled in or is erroneous. You also have the opportunity to
continue with the option :

At that moment you have the choice to save an incomplete or incorrect line, or to
correct it before saving .
Please note that it is not possible to transmit an incomplete or erroneous declaration.
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Overview of lines
After the line entries, you pass to the overview of lines.
The overview of lines will show all the lines that have been already entered.
That list may be sorted in different ways, while clicking on the column header.
As this list may be very long, you can easily access the different line pages while
clicking on one of the page numbers at the bottom, or simply by entering a number
into the parameter

.

In the overview of lines, you can use several actions on one or more lines.
The chosen action will have the following effect :
Add : add a line to the existing declaration. No matter if you selected one or more
lines , activating “Add” will open the form to enter a declaration line.
Show : display or modify an existing line to change or correct some fields. It is of
course much simpler, if you double-click on that line, to open it. Then you simply pass
to the details of that line.
Delete : delete the selected lines. A confirmation will be asked.
Delete All : delete all the lines of the declaration. A confirmation will be asked.
Import : start the import of the data from an external file.
Copy : copy lines from a former declaration
Header : show a summary with the totals for that declaration.
Aggregated info : aggregation (summary) of the lines that only differ by the values.
Of course, there might be less lines in an aggregated list than in the normal list of
lines. To return to the original list of lines, you only need to click on Detailed lines.
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Transmit : that option allows to transmit a declaration to Statec.
Attention : It will no more be possible to change lines afterwards ! If any change has
to be done, you will have to do a “replace declaration” !
Print : this option gives you the possibility to print declaration lines, to save them in
an electronic format or to export them in a file.
In case the declaration is erroneous a filter appears in the right top corner, giving you
a choice between:
-

All lines : show all lines in the declaration
Erroneous lines : show only the erroneous lines.
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Overview of declarations
As soon as a user quits the screen « Lines overview », he is taken back to the
« Declaration overview ».
The overview of declarations shows all declarations that have been created for a
company , and their actual status :

The overview gives you an idea about the declarations of the past and all the
declarations that have been transmitted. The list may be sorted by clicking simply on
one of the headers.
You may also apply the three filters to display only the declarations that are
interesting for you for the moment .
By default , always all the declarations in all statuses are displayed.
The first filter “Declarations to show” concerns the declarations to be displayed :
- Show all [default] : display all declarations
- Intrastat arrival : show only Intrastat arrival (import) declarations
- Intrastat dispatch : show only Intrastat dispatch (export) declarations
- Bop : show only declarations for the “Balance of payments”
- NIL : show only NIL-declarations
- Normal : show declarations of all kind (normal, Nil, replace)
- Replace : show only replace declarations.
The second filter “Status filter “ concerns the status of declarations :
- No filter on status : show all declarations in all statuses
- Not yet transmitted : show all not yet transmitted declarations
- Transmitted : show all transmitted declarations
- With errors : show all declarations that have erroneous lines
- Correct : show only the correct declarations.
The third filter concerns the companies (reserved to third-declarants) and the
periods :
- Declarations of all companies : show all declarations of all companies
(customers of the third-declarants)
- This month : display the declarations of the actual month
- Month-1 : display the declarations of the previous month
- Month-2 : display the declarations from two month ago
- Month-3 : display the declarations from three month ago
- Month-4 : display the declarations from four month ago
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-

This quarter : display the declarations from this quarter (only for the Balance
of payments)
Previous quarter : display the declarations from the previous quarter (only for
the Balance of payments)
This year : display the declarations from the actual year (only for the Balance
of payments)
Previous year : display the declarations from the previous year (only for the
Balance of payments).

The following options may be used:
Add : create a new declaration.
Show: to be able to show an existing declaration. But the most efficient way to do it,
is to simply double-click on a declaration, and the overview of declaration lines will
open.
Delete : to delete the selected lines from the overview of declarations. You will be
asked to confirm your action.
Transmit : to close the declaration of a month and transmit it to Statec. Use that
option carefully, as it will not be possible to do any more changes to a declaration that
has been transmitted (you will have to do a replacement declaration in that case).
Transmit some: With this option, you can transmit several declarations at the same
time.
Replace : Allows to do changes on an already transmitted declaration and to replace
the old one transmitted formerly.
Header : to see the totals of a declaration.
Modify period/flow : if an error has been done concerning the month, the year or
the type of a declaration, this function will allow to correct that mistake easily.
Print : to print a declaration on paper, to save it in an electronic way or to export it
into a text-file.
Calculate : after selection of a few declarations, this function will calculate a total on
those (invoice value, statistical value, supplementary units, net mass).
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Transmit a declaration
As soon as you will have closed a declaration , you have the possibility to transmit it ,
if it does not contain any error.
Attention ! If after transmission you detect any errors or necessary changes you will
have to do a replace declaration.
If you forgot to transmit some lines, simply create again that period and only add the
missing lines. At Statec these lines will be added to your already transmitted
declaration of the same month.
To transmit a declaration, you must select it in the overview of declarations :

Then you click on

.

A screen similar to the following one will show up :

Before transmission, a summary of your declaration will be displayed.
The number of aggregated lines will not be available at that moment, because the
calculation would take quite a while in case of many lines. It will only be available
after transmission.
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If you like to see the number of aggregation lines , before the transmission, then
simply click on Aggregated info , which will display a screen similar to this one :

The total number of aggregated lines will appear in the summary :

, the declaration will be

If you click on
transmitted.

At the end of the transmission, the following message will appear :

You can print that message to prove the transmission of the data.
Later you could get the same information by first selecting a declaration in the
overview and then by clicking on
.
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Consult a declaration header
, the totals will be
If you select a declaration and you activate the option
presented. That action is possible at any moment, also after transmission.

The number of aggregated lines will only be available after transmission of the
declaration.
Please note that it is not be possible to do any changes on the fields in header .
Exchange-rates
The exchange-rates will automatically be overtaken from the Internet every night.
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Modify period or flow
In case you created a declaration and there was an error concerning the period or the
flow, then you will have the possibility to change that.
Two different situations are possible :
-

the declaration has already been transmitted (continue on page 32)
the declaration has not been transmitted (continue on this page).

Modify period or flow (the declaration still has not been transmitted)
To be able to do so, you first have to enter the overview of declarations, by clicking on
or on
on the main page.
the option

If your declaration has still not been sent, you have to select it first :

Then you will have to use the menu

and the option
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:

Two fields will be open for changes : the flow or the period. As soon as you finished
button.
your changes, save with the
Modify period or flow (the declaration has already been transmitted)
To be able to do so, you first have to enter the overview of declarations, by clicking on
the option
or on
on the main page.

If your declaration has already been transmitted, you will first have to select it from
within the overview of declarations :

Then you will have to select
screen will appear :

followed by
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. The following

Two fields will be open for changes : the period and the flow.
Adapt the period (same as in this example) , or , if necessary the flow :

Then confirm (on the right) that you want to create a replace declaration :

Click on

.

The overview of lines appears :

If of any needs, changes on the lines may take place.
Anyway, the period (resp. the flow) will have been changed.
As soon as that replace declaration will be transmitted, the original one will be
replaced at Statec's side.
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Replacement declaration
As soon as you transmitted a declaration, it will no more be possible to do any
changes on that declaration.
In case a transmitted declaration is not correct, you will have to do a replacement
declaration.
First select the declaration in the overview :

Click on the menu

and the option

. The following screen appears :

A
As the parameters should normally be correct, you just need to click on
to open the replace declaration.
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All lines will be available again :

You may now :
- delete lines
- add lines
- modify lines
- change the period or flow.
Your previous declaration will be automatically replaced by the new one at Statec.
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Printout
Inside the
declaration :

menu, one of the options allows to print a selected

The printout will be similar to the one that follows :

With the option
paper.

you will have the opportunity to print a declaration on

With the option

you can export the declaration to a text-file.

With

you can save the declaration electronically as a PDF-file .
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Different facilities for the declarants
To be able to help declarants to create their declarations, there are several facilities :
1. The search for CN8 goods-codes (see page 39)
You have six different possibilities to search for a good-code, the easiest is the search
by key-word.
2. Company’s goods-code (see page 43)
This gives you the possibility to create a relation between the name or code under
which you know a good inside the company and the official CN8 goods-code. This will
make your work a lot easier . You will not have to search for the same good-code
every single month.
3. Line models (see page 47)
It is possible to save former declaration lines as line models, to be able to use them
for future declarations.
4. Trade-partners (see page 52)
You may also create a table with your trade-partners (useful for Intrastat dispatch
declarations).
5. Currency codes
If you have the monetary values indicated in foreign currencies, you can enter them
and get them converted automatically into Euros – for the Intrastat declarations.
For the declaration of the « balance of payments » the monetary values will be
transmitted with the specified currency .
6. The import of data (see page 63)
The best help for you could be the possibility to import data. The data could be
derived from another software , an Excel file or other files.
One of the options even allows to import declarations for one or more companies, for
one or more months, for one or more flows, in one action .
It is also possible to import a table for your « trade-partners » or the « company’s
goods-codes » or the «lines-models» (see page 107).
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The search for CN8 good-codes
The combined nomenclature (CN8) allows you to search for goods-codes. You find the
goods-codes grouped by sections and chapters. There are codes with 4, 6 or 8
positions. But only eight-digit good-codes are valid for a declaration.
If for that good-code a supplementary unit will be asked, that one will be shown in the
column following the description of the good.
The good-codes can be consulted for the actual and the previous year (see option:
Change CN8 year to ).
The CN8 browser allows you to search in different ways :
- Official texts : shows the official texts of the combined nomenclature
- Self-explanatory texts : shows the texts in a complete and detailed way
- Minimal hierarchy : displays the minimal hierarchy of a good-code
- Hierarchical search : allows to search in an hierarchical way for the good-code
- CN8 search : allows to search for a CN8 code using a part of the code
- Search by key-word : allows to search for a good-code by keyword (ex.: chair)
or by a combination of keywords (ex.: wooden chair)
- CN8 transpositions : shows in which way the CN8 codes have changed since
last year.
Official texts

In the official texts the combined nomenclature is shown with abbreviated texts and
subdivisions. The minimal hierarchy is only available while using that option .

The following actions are possible :
-

Declarations: guides you to the overview of declarations
Change CN8 year to : changes to the nomenclature of another year
Self-explanatory texts : changes to the self-explanatory texts of the combined
nomenclature
Hierarchical search : gives access to the search in a hierarchical way
CN8 transpositions : shows in which way the CN8 codes have changed since
last year.
Clicking on the

sign (column Hierarchy) presents the minimal hierarchy .
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Self-explanatory text

In the self-explanatory text mode, the browser shows a more detailed descriptions of
the good-codes :

The following actions are possible:
-

Declarations: brings you to the overview of declarations
Change CN8 year to : changes to the nomenclature of another year
Official texts : changes to the official texts of the combined nomenclature
Hierarchical search : allows a hierarchical search of good-codes
CN8 transpositions : shows in which way the CN8 codes have changed since
last year.

Minimal hierarchy

The minimal hierarchy is only available during the editing of official texts. Click on
in the hierarchy column to get access to it. Click again on the same icon, to return
to the official texts .
If you click for example on 0807 11 00 the hierarchy will exactly show from where
that good-code derives. That is a very practical mode for long sequences of the
“Others” code-types.
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Hierarchical search

This kind of search allows you to search quickly a good-code in a hierarchical way
using the buttons to progress and the
button to go back in the hierarchy.
Example to find oranges :
1. Enter the hierarchical search clicking simply on that option in the corresponding
sub-menu of the CN8 menu .
2. Based on the nature of the product, you start your search in the corresponding
section (vegetable products) .
3. In that section you choose the correct chapter (edible fruit) .
4. Among the proposed selections, you choose the right one (citrus fruit).
5. An expansion of that selection will show you the right product (oranges).
6. The product itself will be an 8-digit code (sweet oranges).
7. To return to the normal mode, you simply have to click on the hierarchical
search .
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CN8 search

To quickly search for a CN8 code, simply use the CN8 search possibility if you know a
part of the code.
Enter a part of the code to start the search :

The CN8 will position you nearby the searched code :

Now you may continue your search from that starting point on .
Search by keyword

The search for a good-code can be done , based on the name of the product :

To try and find a good-code by keyword, simply click on
the nomenclature :

in the search-field above

As soon as you see the good appear in the list, simply click on it. The result of the
search will appear :
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Company’s good-codes
The Intrastat declarations always asks for a CN8 goods-code. No one knows them by
heart , but the internal good-codes used inside the company are well known.
This option offers a good opportunity to connect the company’s good-code to the CN8
goods-code.
Using this method, it will be much easier to create Intrastat declaration lines. You will
be able to work with the name of the good, you know well, while the CN8 code will be
overtaken automatically, as a relation in between both exists.
The relations that you will find in the "company’s good-codes" table will look similar to
the following :

The actions that can be used are :
-

Declarations : go to the overview of declarations so that you will be able to
create, modify or consult a declaration
Add : adds a new relation between a company’s internal good-code and the
official CN8 code
Import : activates the import procedure to overtake an external table that
contains already relationships between both good-codes
Export : export the table of “company’s good-codes” in a text format.

If one or more lines have been selected, the following actions are possible :
-

Show : show an existing line or modify it. This will even be quicker if you
simply double-click on the line to modify.
Delete : simply deletes the selected line. A confirmation will be asked.
Delete all : deletes all lines from the table, which could be useful if all the
imported lines are erroneous.
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Creation of a company’s internal good-code
To create an entry for the relation table between an internal and an official good-code,
you need to pass to « Tables » and click on the option « Company’s goods-codes ».
Then you simply click on « Add ».

The different fields are :
Company’s code : the good-code or name that is used inside the company for the
good
CN8 good-code : the official CN8 good-code from the combined nomenclature
Good-description : detailed information on the good-code.
As long as both requested fields have not been filled, the line cannot be saved. The
description will remains empty.
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During the entry of a declaration line, it will be possible to use these „line models“ :

On the field « Company’s code » , simply click on the pop-up-list on the right side :

Select the needed code from the list .
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That “company code” will be overtaken and at the same time the CN8 good-code, as
there is an existing relation between both :

The rest of the declaration line has simply to be completed.
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Line models
This function gives access to the table of line models, which allows you to prepare
declaration lines that you could use in the future.
If during the entry of declaration lines, you use a line model , most of the fields will
already be filled up and you will only have to complete the others. This will make your
work much easier for the future.

There are two possibilities to create line models:
•
•

by clicking on
, while the table of line models shows up
by saving a former declaration line or an actual declaration line as a line model
using the “save as line model” option during the entry.

The following actions can be used while the table is displayed:
-

Declarations : go to the overview of declarations to be able to create, modify
or consult a declaration
Add : add a new line model to the table.

In case more lines have been selected , the following actions are possible:
o
o
o
o
o

Show : to have a look on an existing line or to do changes on it . But
you could simply access the line also by double-clicking on it.
Delete : delete the selected lines. Confirmation will be requested.
Delete all : delete all lines from the table – this can be useful after a
failed import of data
Import : launch the import procedure to overtake an external table that
contains already line models
Export : export the table of “line models” in a text format.
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Creation of a line model
The first method to create a line model is simply to enter it while accessing the table
, the option
and the action
.
of line models with the menu
Then you will have the opportunity to enter the fields that will not change from month
to month .
Example 1 :

Example 2 :
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The second method is the one to save a line model out of an already existing
declaration line .
Simply enter the overview of declarations by clicking on

:

Click on an existing declaration, to get access to already existing lines :

Click on one of the lines that would be useful for you, to open it :
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Activate the option

:

You may give the line model a name and also add a description :

With

, that line will be added to the table of line models :
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During the declaration line entry , you will have the opportunity to use these models :

Simply click on the “Model” list in the right top corner :

Then click on one of the line models that fits for you. The declaration line will be :

You will just have to complete the missing fields to have a correct declaration line.
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Trade-partners
During the entry of Intrastat declarations for dispatch , the VAT number of the tradepartner can be entered, but it is not mandatory.
If you want to use that field, you first have to enter your commercial partners using
the menu Tables and the option Trade-partners .

You can choose between the following actions :
-

Declarations : shows the overview of declarations to be able to create, modify
or only consult a declaration
Add : adds a new trade-partner
Show : consult or modify an existing line containing a trade-partner
Delete : deletes the selected trade-partner from the table
Delete all : deletes all the trade-partners from the table
Import : activates the import procedure to overtake an external table with
trade-partners
Export: export the table of trade-partners in text format.

If one or more lines have been selected, the following actions are possible :
-

Delete : deletes that line from the list
Declarations: shows the overview of declarations to be able to create, modify
or only consult a declaration
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Creation a trade-partner
To enter a trade-partner you need to pass through the menu
. Then you click on
:

and the option

Partner VAT number : VAT number of your commercial trade-partner. It has to start
with two alphabetic letters, indicating the country of origin. The number that follows
has to correspond to the criteria of calculating the VAT number. It will be validated
according to these, as soon as it is entered.
Partner name : name of the commercial partner
As long as the two requested fields are not entered correctly, the line cannot be
saved.
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Within an Intrastat dispatch declaration you have access to the „trade-partners“ table:

Simply click on the pop-up-list on the right of the field „Partner VAT number“ :

When you did your choice, the „country of destination“ will also be known :

The rest of the line has just to be completed .
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Procedure to be respected for a third-declarant
A third-declarant has the possibility to do declarations for other companies.
The right way to do it , is the following one :
1) the third-declarant must have access to Idep.Web in his own name
2) the company that wants its declaration done by the third-declarant has also to
ask for access to Idep.web and have its own account
3) that same company will have to allow the third-declarant to do its declarations
(Intrastat arrival, Intrastat dispatch or balance of payments)
4) after that action the third-declarant will have the possibility to do the
declarations for the other company .
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I) The third-declarant Idep.Web access
Idep.Web is only accessible if the declarant or third-declarant got a user-id and
password by Statec . Demands for access have to be addressed to :
-

Luc Kohnen at 2478 4246 or by mail to luc.kohnen@statec.etat.lu
Jean-Pierre Jossa at 2478 4286 or by mail to jean-pierre.jossa@statec.etat.lu ).

During a request for Idep.web access, the following has to be mentioned :
- the company’s identification number (LU…)
- the address of the third-declarant
- the contact-person (name, mail-address, phone number).
Please note that this request will – for security reasons - only be answered by official
post delivery..
The first connection to the form has to be done at :
services.statec.lu/IdepWeb/
The third-declarant will access the form by indicating the user name, he got by Statec,
in the field « Id. number » , followed by the “password” :

A click on

will start the Idep.Web form .

The first action will be to enter the company’s data (third-declarant) :

Some fields will have already been filled-up by Statec.
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The first part of the form should be completed similar to :

If the third-declarant has to do declarations on his own, he has to indicate them in the
second part of the form:

In this example, the third-declarant does also Intrastat arrival declarations, as well as
declarations for the „Balance of payments“ for himself :
-

Miss Schaul does declarations for the „Balance of payments“
Mister Smith does declarations for “Intrastat arrival” .

In case the third-declarant does not have to do declarations himself, he should simply
not activate any of the fields “enabled declarations”. There will be a warning, but that
one can be simply ignored !
To save, there has to be a click on

.

The third-declarant should also at the same time adapt the password he got by Statec
to his own needs.
That can be done on the main page of Idep.web at the task point named

.
It is important to do always a log-off on the left top part of Idep.web with :
. Just closing the browser will lock the user for some 20 minutes, as the
session will still be active.
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II) The company itself also has to have its IDEP.Web account
The company that wants a third-declarant to do its declarations, must have an own
account in Idep.Web.
These demands have to be addressed to :
-

Luc Kohnen at 2478 4246 or by mail to luc.kohnen@statec.etat.lu
Jean-Pierre Jossa at 2478 4286 or by mail to jean-pierre.jossa@statec.etat.lu ).

During the request for Idep.web access, there has to be an indication on :
- the company’s identification number (LU…)
- the address of the third-declarant
- the contact-person (name, mail-address, phone number).
Attention ! The user with the password will only be transmitted to the company itself.
The company will have to allow the third-declarant to do declaration on its behalf.
Please note that the transmission will only take place by official post delivery.
The first connection to the form will take place at :
services.statec.lu/IdepWeb/
The declarant will have to access Idep.web by entering the user and password from
the letter Statec transmitted :

A click on
will start the Idep.Web form and the declarant will have to complete
the company’s data:
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The first part will have to be filled as follows :

Completed that part, the company has to indicate which declarations have to be
submitted to the statistical office:

In this example the company Luxo has to do a declaration for the „balance of
payments“ and a detailed arrival declaration for Intrastat.
With a click on

, the company will get activated in the Idep.web system.

At this point, the company could already do declarations on its own.
If the company indicates – as in this example – a contact person, that one will be
contacted by the statistical office if there are any questions.
It is recommended to also change the password on the main page with the option
:
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III) The company authorizes the third-declarant to do one or more of their
declarations.
Now the company has to authorize the third-declarant to do its declarations.
This has to be done using the menu

As soon as the

and the option

:

button is activated, a supplementary field appears:

In the new field (LU-nr) the identification number of the third-declarant, that will do
the declarations for the company, has to be entered :

With a click on
, Idep.web will search, whether that company
already exists in the Idep.Web system :

As soon as that third-declarant appears, a click on
do the declarations for the company.
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will allow him to

In the second part of the form, an indication has to be done on the declarations the
third-declarant is allowed to do :

The customer company will have to activate every declaration , the third-declarant
should do:

In this example, the third-declarant will have the right to do the declaration for the
Balance of payments and the Intrastat arrival declaration of the customer.
A click on

will definitely forward the autorisation to the third-declarant.

It would even be possible to charge two different third-declarants with the
declarations of a company. In this example that could mean: one third-declarant for
each declaration.
Another possibility: the company does one declaration itself, while the other one is
done by the third-declarant.
Important note:
The third-declarant will only see the declarations he will do for the customer, while the
customer will see the declaration done himself , but also those the third-declarant did
for his company.
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IV) the third-declarant creates declarations for the customer

As soon as the third-declarant logs into Idep.web, he has now the right to do
declarations for the customer. He will be able to switch to a customer by activating
the menu
followed by the option
. A table with all his
customers appears :

First the third-declarant will be logged in his own data, which can be seen at
the left top corner :

Then the third-declarant has to click on a customer company :

This way the third-declarant gets access to the customer , which can be seen
in the left top corner :

Now the third-declarant may enter declarations for that customer.
As soon as the third-declarant enters data for the customer, that one will see
that declaration too , as soon as the customer enters Idep.web.
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Import of data
The data-import is possible for:
- Intrastat-declarations for arrival (import)
- Intrastat-declarations for dispatch (export)
- declarations for the Balance of payments
- company’s good-codes
- trade-partners
- line models.
During the import of data concerning declarations, there are two possibilities :
-

data that concern a precise period , a precise flow and a precise company
data that concern either more companies, or more periods or more flows (called
multi-Import).

The import files can be of one of the following formats :
- MsAccess
- dBase
- Excel
- Text
- Instat/XML.
If you want to import data concerning declarations, please continue on the next page.
If you want to import data concerning tables like company’s good-codes, tradepartners or line models then go to page 107 .
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The import of a single declaration
In case you have data that concern more companies, more periods or more flows in
the import file, then please move on to chapter “Multi-import” at page 86.
If you want to import a file which contains one declaration of a precise flow and
period, then :
-

concerning an « Intrastat » declaration continue with the next chapter

-

concerning a « Balance of payments » declaration, go to page 76.
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The import format of a single Intrastat declaration
Quite a number of import-formats have been prepared already inside Idep.web. Users
in possession of one of these softwares can immediately import data without having to
set-up an import-format (please note that there is sometimes need of a special
Intrastat module to be able to generate the data file for the import) .
The data will be stored in an external file which can easily be imported into Idep.web.
A list of all single import-formats which have been prepared in Idep.web :
Prepared format

Type of import

Accountix

Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow
Declaration
flow

Baan
Baan-new
Bob
Destatis
Easy BS
Exact online
Gesall
IGe-Comptaplus
Integral ITX
IVAT reporting
Mercator
Orgavision
PowerPartner
Sage
Sap
Scic
Wiges
Winbooks

File type

for one period and one Intrastat

text

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

for one period and one Intrastat

text

for one period and one Intrastat

text

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter TAB)

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ",")

for one period and one Intrastat

MSAccess

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter TAB)

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter "|")

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter TAB)

for one period and one Intrastat

text

for one period and one Intrastat

text

for one period and one Intrastat

text

for one period and one Intrastat

text (delimiter ";")

In case you find your file format among those in the table above, please continue with
the next chapter .
Is this not the case, please go to the chapter “how to create an import format for a
single Intrastat declaration” at page 71.
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Import of a single Intrastat declaration using a predefined import format
It is possible to launch an import right from the main page of Idep.web :

Click on

and then do your choice step by step.

First you will have to do a choice on the declaration type (example) :

In the next step there has to be an indication on the way the declaration will be
entered (in this example: by importing the data) :
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Finally there has to be an indication on the period :

A click on

will open the new declaration :

The import method has already been selected : declaration (single import) .
Now you will have to indicate the format you want to use to import the data (in this
example: SCIC) :

Then you will have to click on
found :

to tell Idep.web where the import file can be
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After that choice, the file has to be loaded into memory with :

With a click on

.

, the import is launched :

Click on the status (here: with errors) to get further details on the import result :

Explication des options :
: allows to restart the import
: allows to cancel the previous import and to delete also all its
imported lines
: gives the opportunity to immediately also transmit declarations that
have just been imported
: switch to a more structured presentation of the import-log
Explanations on the fields from « Total of errors and warnings » :
Field in error : the field that contains the error
Error(s) : the number of errors of this type
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Explanations on the "Summary" part :
Identity : identity of the company for which the data has been imported
Number : number given to the declaration
Period : year and month for which the declaration has been created
Flow : flow of the Intrastat declaration (arrival or dispatch)
Line(s) : total number of lines that have been imported
Error(s) : number of imported lines that were in error (to be corrected)
Warning(s) : number of imported lines to be at least verified and/or corrected
First line is at position : the first line from the import file has been inserted at this line
in the declaration.
Explanations on the "Details" part:
Identity : identity of the company for which the data has been imported
Number : number given to the declaration
Line : number of the erroneous line inside the declaration
Imported line : number of the line inside the imported external file
Field in error : the field that contains the error
Error: the value that is not correct
Reference : the reference given to the line.
In the example there is only need to click on an erroneous line to open it .
The report indicates that 208 lines were imported . One line is erroneous.
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When the line opens, the error will be shown in red :

In this example, the code entered for the country of consignment does not exist. That
field needs to get a correct value .
After the correction of a line, it might be saved with

.

The overview of lines will appear :

To see whether there are other erroneous lines, a filter in the right top corner can be
switched to

(example) : :

In this example, two lines in error would have to be corrected.
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How to create an import format for a single Intrastat declaration
In this chapter you will see how to create yourself an import-format.
If that seems too complicated, you may immediately pass to the chapter “Assistant for
the creation of an import-format” at page 101.
On the following pages you will see how to create an import-format for an Intrastat
declaration on the example of an Excel file. The creation of an import-format for other
file types is similar.
In the Excel example, the fields which are important for the Intrastat declaration, are
marked in blue :

To be able to create an import format , there is need to know where the different
fields are situated : in which column (for Excel, dBase, MsAccess), or what start
position and length (for a fixed text file) or in which order (text file with delimiter).
In this example, the Intrastat fields are in the following columns :
-

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

2 : unit (quantity)
5 : official code (CN8 good-code)
6 : nature of transaction
8 : country
9 : country of origin
10 : weight (net mass)
11 : price (value)
13 : mode of transport .

To be able to create an import format, the user must click on the menu
the option
:
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and

Click on

:

Field
Format name
Description
Type of import-format

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for
the “balance of payments”
- CN8 goods-codes : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s goods-code /
official CN8 goods-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing
the data of one company, one period, one declaration and
one flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
-Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
- Line model : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines

File type

Used field
Unused field

-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
Four different formats of files may be imported:
- MsAccess
- dBase
- Excel
- text
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the
file
Those fields that will be ignored during the import
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In the actual example the declarations will be done for the company LUXO. The left
part of the import format will be :

As soon as you select « Excel» as a file type, two more fields show up :
Field
Description
Ignore empty rows and As there are sometimes empty lines or columns in
columns
between the ones containing information, this option
allows to ignore them and not create errors
Header / rows to skip
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file
Type of good-code
What kind of good-codes will be in the file : official
CN8 codes or company good-codes
As in the example the first line of the Excel file contains a header, the field „header /
rows to skip“ has to be set to 1.
The right side of the import file contains all the fields that are possible in an Intrastat
declaration :
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The fields to import are:
- column 2 : supplementary units (quantity)
- column 5 : CN8 good-code (official code)
- column 6 : nature of transaction
- column 8 : country
- column 9 : country of origin
- column 10 : net mass (weight)
- column 11 : invoice value
- column 13 : mode of transport .
Each field inside the import file, that is important for the Intrastat declaration, has to
be transferred one-by-one from the „Unused fields“ to the „used fields“.
This has to be done in the following way: click on one field in the part “unused
fields” keeping the left mouse button pushed, and drag that field into the part called
“used fields”.
The intermediate situation will be :

Now the fields have to be set in the right order :
Example :

You can change the order by clicking on the number and simply typing in the correct
number :

After every change of the order, the field gets sorted again in the table. That’s why it
could be of advantage to start with the field having the highest order number.
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Finally the format will be :

The import format can be saved with

:

It will appear in the list of import-formats and is ready to be used .
Now the import with that new import format can just take place as described for the
predefined formats on page 65.
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Creating an import-format for a single declaration for the Balance of
payments
This part tells you how to create an import format for a single declaration for the
„Balance of payments“.
If that seems too complicated, you may immediately pass to the chapter “Assistant for
the creation of an import-format” at page 101.
To be able to create an import format , there is need to know where the different
fields are situated : in which column (for Excel, dBase, MsAccess), or what start
position and length (for a fixed text file) or in which order (text file with delimiter).
In this example an Excel table will be imported, as it shows the best, where the
different fields are situated. The file will be the following one :

To create an import-format, it has to be known in which columns the different fields,
that are important for the Balance of payments are.:
-

field
field
field
field

„Bop code“ – column 5
country – column 6
purchases – column 7
sales – column 8.

To create an import-format, you have to pass by the menu
:

Then click on

:
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and the option

Field
Format name
Description
Type of import-format

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for
the “balance of payments”
- CN8 goods-codes : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s good-code / official
CN8 good-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing
the data of one company, one period, one declaration and
one flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
-Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
- Line model : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines

File type
Used field
Unused field

-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
Four different formats of files may be imported:
MsAccess , dBase, Excel , text
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the
file
Those fields which will be ignored during the import

In the actual example the declarations will be done for the company LUXO. The left
part of the import format will be :
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As soon as you select « Excel» as a file type, two more fields show up :
Field
Ignore empty
columns

rows

Header / rows to skip

Description
and As there are sometimes empty lines or columns in
between the ones containing information, this option
has a switch allowing that during import those could
be ignored, not causing any errors
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file

As the first line of the Excel file contains a header, the field „header / rows to skip“
has to be set to 1.
The right side of the import format contains all the fields that are possible in a Bop
declaration :

The fields to import are:
- column 5 : Bop code
- column 6 : country
- column 7 : purchases / liabilities
- column 8 : sales / assists.
Each field inside the import file, that is important for the Intrastat declaration, has to
be transferred one-by-one from the „Unused fields“ to the „used fields“.
This has to be done in the following way: click on one field in the part “unused
fields” keeping the left mouse button pushed, and drag that field into the part with
the “used fields”.
The intermediate situation will be :
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Now the fields have to be set to the right order :
Example :

You can change the order by clicking on the number and simply typing in the correct
number :

After every change in the order, the table gets sorted again.
The import format can be saved with

:

Now simply pass to the next chapter to see how to import data with that new importformat.
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Import of a declaration for the Balance of payments
How to import now a declaration with the format that has been set-up just a moment
ago ?
Start from the Idep.web main screen :

Click on

and then proceed step by step.

First you will have to do a choice on the declaration type :

In the next step there has to be an indication on the way the declaration will be
entered (in this example: by importing the data) :
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Finally there has to be an indication on the period :

A click on

will open the new declaration :

In case there is only one import-format for the “Balance of payments”, it has been
already inserted, else you have to choose the format you just created :

The next step will be to indicate where the file to import is , by clicking on
.
After selection of a file, it will have to be loaded into memory with
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:

With a click on

, the import is launched .

After a while, the result of the import will appear :

Click on the status (here: with errors) to get further details on the import result :

In this example 73 lines have been imported, and one line contains an error.
You may open this line with a simple click on the line number :
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The erroneous line 7 will show up :

The error has to be corrected and a valid code for the country has to be inserted :

After the correction of the line, it might be saved with

.

To verify, whether there are other errors inside the imported declaration, there is a
switch on the right top corner , allowing to switch between “all lines” and “erroneous
lines” . Here an example :
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After correction of all the lines, an overview of lines similar to the following one will
appear :

With a click on

you go back to the „Overview of declarations“ :

As soon as the declaration is correct, it can be sent with a click on
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:

With

the declaration can be definitely sent :

The declaration will be transmitted to the statistical office and a few minutes later ,
the sender will receive an accusal receipt.
The status of the just transmitted declaration will now be :
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Multi-import
If there are more declarations, more periods or declarations of different companies
inside the import file , then please follow the instructions in this chapter. That kind of
import is called “multi-import”.
Different multi-import software formats have already been prepared inside Idep.web.
If you have one of these softwares (please pay attention , because sometimes there is
need of a special Intrastat module) , then you don’t have to create your own importformat.
Here is a list of the prepared Intrastat multi-import-formats :
Predefined formats

data type

Azur Sita software

fixed text format

Bnb

fixed text format

Book-in

text (delimiter ",")

Escentiel

text (TAB)

Multi-import (Scic)

fixed text format

Instat/xml

XML-format

If you don’t find your format in this list, then please continue with chapter „ creating
an own multi-import format“ at page 92 .
The predefined multi-import formats makes it even possible to start the import from
within the list of formats that you will find using the menu
and the option
. The second part of that table is reserved to the multi-import :

You just need to click on the import-format :

Note: the second possibility would be to start the multi-import via the menu
and its option
.
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,

The chosen import-format will already be inserted :

After a click on
resides:

there has to be an indication on where the file to import

Finally the import file will be loaded into memory with

With

the declarations will be imported.

The result of the import will appear :
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:

A click on the result (here : « With error(s) ») will give you a detailed report on the
multi-import :

In this example, the report shows that four declarations have been imported for two
different periods :

There were the following errors :

In the first line of the declaration
there is an error in the field „country“ : the
code « BL » does not exist. In the declaration
, there is an error on the goodcode.
When all the lines are correct, the declaration can be transmitted.
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To correct a line, simply click on the line number :

The erroneous line will appear and the field in error will be in red :

After the correction, the line will be :

Save the line . In case there would be other errors, these would of course have to be corrected too.
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Creating a multi-import format for Intrastat declarations
In Excel-files the different columns are well divided and so are perfect for the
explanations to do on the creation of an import-format.
The next example file to be imported will look like this :

To be able to create an import-format, there is need to know in which columns, the
Intrastat fields are inside the file :
-

column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column
column

1 : company
2 : period
3 : flow
4 : Supplementary unit (Quantity)
5 : CN8 code (official code)
6 : nature of transaction (ntra)
8 : partner country (country)
9 : country of origin (origin)
10 : net mass (weight)
11 : invoice value (price)
12 : statistical value .

To create an import format, you will have to pass by the menu
:
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and its option

Then click on

:

Field
Format name
Description
Type of import-format

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for
the “balance of payments”
- CN8 goods-codes : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s goods-code /
official CN8 goods-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing
the data of one company, one period, one declaration and
one flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
-Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
- Line models : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines

File type

Used field
Unused field

-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
Four different formats of files may be imported:
- MsAccess
- dBase
- Excel
- text
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the
file
Those fields which will be ignored during the import
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As soon as the type of import « Declarations for more flows, periods or companies »
has been chosen, a few other fields will appear :

Field
Identity

Description
Indication of the company-ID to which the data inside the file
belongs to
Indication of the period the data inside the file relates to
The flow to which the data inside the file relates to

Period
Flow

If you insert information on these fields before the import starts, that means that
Idep.web will not search for them inside the import file.
So in case the field „identity“ contains the ID-number of a company , Idep.web will
assume that all data inside the file relates to that company.
As soon as « Excel » is chosen as a « File type » , other fields appear:

Feld
Ignore empty
columns

rows

Header / rows to skip

Beschreibung
and As sometimes there are empty lines or columns in
between the ones containing information, this option
has a switch allowing to ignore them and not cause
any errors
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file
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Finally the format will be :

In the right part of the import format, there has to be an indication on the columns in
which the Intrastat fields can be found inside the import file :
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The order of the Intrastat fields inside the data file is as follows :
- column 1 : company
- column 2 : period
- column 3 : flow
- column 4 : Supplementary unit (Quantity)
- column 5 : CN8 code (official code)
- column 6 : nature of transaction (ntra)
- column 8 : partner country (country)
- column 9 : country of origin (origin)
- column 10 : net mass (weight)
- column 11 : invoice value (price)
- column 12 : statistical value .
Each field inside the import file, that is important for the Intrastat declaration, has to
be transferred one-by-one from the „Unused field“ to the „used field“.
This has to be done in the following way: click on one field in the part “unused field”
keeping the left mouse button pushed, and drag that field into the part with the “used
field”.
The intermediate situation will be :
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Now the fields have to be set in the right order :

You can change the order by clicking on the number and simply typing in the correct
number :

It will also be important to adapt the folowing :

Field
Statistical-period format

Return-flow format

Description
Format in which the statistical period has been indicated
inside the file (MM will be for the month, YY for the
year). Example : MMYY could be 1215, while YYYYMM
could be 201508
Indications on the flow - arrival could be „A“, while
dispatch could be „D“ or „E“ (export)
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The final format will be :

The import-format may be saved with

:

Now please pass to the next chapter „Multi-Import of a file with a personal importformat“.
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Multi-Import of a file with a personal import-format
How to import now a multi-import file , if a personal import-format has been set-up ?
For a multi-import there is no need to first create a declaration. That will be done
automatically.
So you can pass immediately to the

menu and its option

:

Click on the pop-up list of the « format name » to get access to the list of formats.
Select the import-format « LUXO », in case that has not been done already :

There you will also find the multi-import format “Luxo” you defined previously.
The screen will change to :

After a click on

, you will have to indicate where the import file resides :
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As soon as you mentioned where the file is, click on
memory :

to load the file into

.

Now the import can be launched with
The result of the import will appear :

A click on the result (here : « With error(s) ») will show a detailed report about the
multi-import :
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This report shows that four declarations have been imported and they are of two
different flows and for two different companies :

The control of the lines gave the following result :

In this declaration, there is for example an error in the first line in declaration number
000066: the country code JP is not possible as a country of consignment . It has to be
a code of a country that is member in the EU.
Before transmission the errors in a declaration have to be corrected.
To correct an error, you simply click on the line number :

The line will be displayed and the error will be in red :

Correct the error and later save with

.
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In case there are more errors in the declaration, you will have the opportuniy to click
):
on a filter in the right top corner (here: click on
:

Click again on the line number of an erroneous line to be able to correct it .
Erroneous declarations are marked with an X in the column Correct :

When you finished correcting several declarations, you may submit them all togerther
with the special function
.
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Assistant for the creation of an import-format

In Idep.web you may use an assistant to create an import format.
The assistant is available for the following file types :
•
•
•
•

text file with TAB (tabulator)
delimited text file (by a sign, as for example ";" ou ",")
an Excel file of the XLSX type
an Excel file of the XLSM type.

and its
To be able to define an import format, you have to pass by the menu
option
. You will get access to the table containing the already defined
import formats.
To create a new format, you have to click on the menu
The following form will be displayed :

Field
Format name
Description
Type of import-format

and its function

.

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for
the “balance of payments”
- CN8 good-code : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s goods-code /
official CN8 goods-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing
the data of one company, one period, one declaration and
one flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
-Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
- Line model : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines
-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
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File type

Five different formats may be imported :
-

Used field
Unused field

Access (assistant not available)
dBase (assistant not available)
Excel (the assistant for the import format will appear)
text (the assistant for the import format will appear)
Instat/XML (assistant not available)

Concerning Excel files, the assistant may only be used for
Excel files of the type XLSX and XLSM and for delimited text
and TAB text files .
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the
file
Those fields which will be ignored during the import

The import assistant appears only after several fields on the left have been completed.
The following example will be about an Excel XLSM file :

As soon as the Excel format (or text) gets selected , the import assistant appears, as
well as three supplementary fields :
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Field
Ignore empty
columns

rows

Header / rows to skip
Type of goods-code

You may now click on

Description
and As there are sometimes empty lines or columns in
between the ones containing information, this option
has a switch allowing that during import those could
be ignored, not causing any errors
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file
What kind of good-codes will be imported : official
ones (NC8) or company-internal ones
.

On top of the import format definition, three buttons will appear :

The buttons will be :
•
•
•

File name : allows to indicate where the file resides that will be used for the
import assistant
Upload file : the button allowing to upload the file into memory
Cancel : cancel the file choice.

Click first on the button File name to indicate which file will be used for the import
assistant and then click on Upload file .

Click on
, and the assistant appears and you will have the
opportunity to configure the import format :
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The example file to be imported will be presented in the following way:

The first indication has to be done in the left column. You will have to indicate where
the first row is situated that contains data with real values :

Then the configuration on the format has to take place.
Concerning the file in the example, the columns will have to be configured as follows :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field/column 1: Ligne : indication on the line number (not requested for
Intrastat)
Field/column 2: Units : indication on the quantity (requested in Intrastat and
known with the name "supplementary unit"
Field/column 3: Material : name of the good nom de la marchandise (not
requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 4: Comp. code : name of the good (not requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 5: Official code : official CN8 code (requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 6: Ntra : nature of transaction (requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 7: Acc Num: an internal number for the company (not requested
for Intrastat)
Field/column 8: Country : the country (requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 9: Origin : the country of origin (requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 10: Weight : the net mass (requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 11: Price : the invoice value (requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 12: Producer : the producer (not requested for Intrastat)
Field/column 13: Mtra : the mode of transport (requested for Intrastat)

In the example, the first field will not be considered and stays on "Field choice". That
field will simply be ignored during the import:
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The second field will have to be considered, because it contains the quantity. That is a
requested field for Intrastat.
You will have to click on the drop-down list above the second column, and put the
choice on "Suppl. unit":

That field will be considered during the import.
The same has to be done with the other fields that are requested for the Intrastat
declaration. In this example, the fields/columns 5 , 6 , 8, 9, 10 , 11 et 13.
The configuration of the fields will finally be (part 1 - field/column 1-7):

The configuration of the rest fields will be (part 2 - field/column 8-13)

The import format will be registered with
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.

The final format generated by the assistant will be :

The format with the name "Luxo Intrastat" can now be used to import the data of that
file.
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The import of a table
To create an import-format for a table of company internal good-codes, please move
on to the next chapter.
To create an import-format for a table of trade-partners, please move to the chapter
at page 114.
To create an import-format for line models, please move to the chapter at page 121.
Import of company internal good-codes
Example of a file with company internal codes :

To be able to create an import-format you have to pass by the menu
option
:

Then click on

:
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and ist

Field
Format name
Description
Type of import

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for the
“balance of payments”
- CN8 goods-codes : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s goods-code / official
CN8 goods-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing the
data of one company, one period, one declaration and one
flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
- Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
- Line models : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines

File type

Used field
Unused field

-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
Four different formats of files may be imported:
- MsAccess
- dBase
- Excel
- text
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the file
Those fields which will be ignored during the import
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In this example, the name of the format will be « good-codes » :

As soon as « Excel » has been chosen as a file type, two more fields appear :
Field
Ignore empty
columns

Description
and As there are sometimes empty lines or columns in
between the ones containing information, this option
has a switch allowing that during import those could
be ignored, not causing any errors
Format definition assistant
This tool will help you in setting-up an import-format
for internal good-codes
Header / rows to skip
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file
rows

On the right side, there has to be an indication in which order the fields, that are
important for the set-up of the table, can be found inside the import file :

The fields to be considered here are :
-

column 1 : CN8 goods-code
column 2 : company’s code.

You must drag those fields that have to be considered from the list "Unused field" to
the list "Used field" .
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The intermediate result will be :

In this case it is even the final result, as the fields are already in the right order.
If they would not be, the field „Order“ would have to be changed, by changing the
number in that field.
The newly created format will be added to the import-format table by clicking on
:

Import of a table with company internal good-codes
To be able to import a table with company internal good-codes, you have to pass by
the menu
, choose the option
, followed by the option
. starten . The following screen will appear :

As there is only one format for that kind of import, it has already been inserted by
default.
After a click on

, you have to specify where the file to import resides :
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A click on

will load the file into memory :

The import can be launched now with

:

A click on the result of « With error(s) » will display a detailed report of the import :

The part «Summary » shows informations on the import in general :

Field
Line(s)
Error(s)
First line is at position

Description
Number of lines that have been imported
Number of lines with an error
The first line from the import file has been inserted
at this position in the table
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The part „Details“ show the errors that were produced during the import:

Field
Imported line
Field in error
Error

Description
The erroneous line is at this position
The field in error
The value that is not correct

To correct the errors from the import, you will have to access the menu
. An extract of the table could be :
its option

, and

The line in error is marked by an X in the column Correct .
To correct the error, simply click on the line (in this example) on Cherry :

The CN8 good-code is not valid. it has to be corrected. After the correction , that
internal good-code is also available for use :
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How to use now these company good-codes during the entry of a declaration line :

To get access to the table, click on the pop-up list on the field „Company’s code“:

As soon as a choice on the „company’s code“ is done, the official „CN8-code“ will also
be inserted, as a relation exists in between both.
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Import of a table of trade-partners
Example of a table with trade-partners :

To be able to create an import-format you have to pass by the menu
option
:

Then click on

and its

:

Field
Format name
Description
Type
of
importformat

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for the
“balance of payments”
- CN8 goods-codes : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s goods-code / official
CN8 goods-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing the
data of one company, one period, one declaration and one
flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
- Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
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- Line models : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines

File type

Used field
Unused field

-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
Four different formats of files may be imported:
- MsAccess
- dBase
- Excel
- text
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the file
Those fields that will be ignored during the import

In this example the name of the format will be „Trade-partners“ :

As soon as « Excel » has been chosen as a file type, two more fields appear :
Field
Ignore empty
columns

Description
rows and As there are sometimes empty lines or columns in
between the ones containing information, this option
has a switch allowing that during import those could
be ignored, not causing any errors
Format definition assistant
This tool will help you in setting-up an import-format
for trade-partners
Header / rows to skip
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file
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On the right side, there has to be an indication in which order the fields that are
important for the set-up of the table can be found inside the import file :

The fields to consider will be :
-

column 1 : Partner VAT number
column 2 : Partner name.

You must drag those fields that have to be considered from the list "Unused field" to
the list "Used field" .
The intermediate result will be :

In this case it is even the final result, as the fields are already in the right order.
If they would not be, the field „Order“ would have to be changed, by changing the
number in that field.
The newly created format will be added to the import-format table by clicking on
:
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Import of a table with trade-partners
To be able to import a table with company internal good-codes, you have to pass by
the menu
, choose the option
, followed by the option
.
The following screen will appear :

As there is only one format for that kind of import, it has already been inserted by
default.
After a click on

A click on

, you have to specify where the file to import resides :

will load the file into memory :
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The import can be launched now with

:

A click on the result of « With error(s) » will display a detailed report of the import :

The part «Summary » shows informations on the import in general :

Feld
Line(s)
Error(s)
First line is at position

Beschreibung
Number of lines that have been imported
Number of lines with an error
The first line from the import file has been inserted
at this position in the table

The part „Details“ show the errors that were produced during the import:

Field
Imported line
Field in error
Error

Description
The erroneous line is at this position
The field in error
The value that is not correct
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To correct the errors from the import, you will have to access the menu
ist option
. An extract of the table :

The line in error is marked by an X in the column Correct .
To correct the error, simply click (in this example) on SE25127207 :

The VAT number is not correct and has to be adapted.
After the correction , that trade-partner is also available for use .
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, and

You select a trade-partner clicking on the field “Partner VAT number” :

Click on the drop-down list :

While picking a trade-partner, the country of destination will be known too :
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Import of line models
Line models are prepared declaration lines, which just will have to be completed.
Example of a file with line models :

To be able to create an import-format you have to pass by the menu
option
:

Then click on

Field
Format name
Description
Type of import

and its

:

Description
Name that you give to your import format to recognize it
More detailed description of the format
You may choose between 6 different types :
- Balance of payments : import format for a declaration for the
“balance of payments”
- CN8 goods-codes : preparation of an import format for a
table with the relations of the company’s goods-code / official
CN8 goods-code
- Declaration : import format to overtake a file containing the
data of one company, one period, one declaration and one
flow (Intrastat) or two flows (BoP)
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- Declarations for more flows, periods or companies : import
format to overtake a file containing the data of more
companies, several periods or several flows
- Line models : import format to overtake a file containing
prepared declaration lines

File type

Used field
Unused field

-Trade-partners : import format containing the commercial
partners of a company
Four different formats of files may be imported:
- MsAccess
- dBase
- Excel
- text
The fields which will be considered and overtaken from the file
Those fields which will be ignored during the import

In this format the name of the import-format will be « Linemodels » :

In this example, « Text » has to be selected as the file type.
In case you would import an „Excel“ file , two more fields would appear :
Field
Format definition assistant
Header / rows to skip

Description
This tool will help you in setting-up an import-format
for trade-partners
The number of lines or headers which have to be
ignored in the first rows of the file
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On the right side, there has to be an indication in which order the fields that are
important for the set-up of the table can be found inside the import file :

The fields which will have to be considered are :
- name of the line model
- CN8 good-code
- country
- country of origin
- nature of transaction.
You must drag those fields that have to be considered from the list "Unused field" to
the list "Used field" .
The intermediate result will be :

In this case it is even the final result, as the fields are already in the right order.
If they would not be, the field „Order“ would have to be changed, by changing the
number in that field.
The new created format will be added to the import-format table by clicking on
:
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Import of a file containing line models
To be able to import a table with company internal good-codes, you have to pass by
the menu
, choose the option
, followed by the option
.
The following screen will appear :

As there is only one format for that kind of import, it has already been inserted by
default. After a click on
, you may specify where the file to import resides :

A click on

will load the file into memory :

The import can be launched now with

:

A click on the result of « With error(s) » will display a detailed report of the import :
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The part «Summary » shows informations on the import in general :

Field
Line(s)
Error(s)
First line is at position

Description
Number of lines that have been imported
Number of lines with an error
The first line from the import file has been inserted
at this position in the table

The part „Details“ show the errors that were produced during the import:

Field
Imported line
Field in error
Error

Description
The erroneous line is at this position
The field in error
The value that is not correct

To correct the errors from the import, you will have to access the menu
. An extract of the table could be :
its option

The line in error is marked by an X in the column Correct .
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, and

To correct the error, simply click (in this example) on PC :

The CN8 good-code is not valid and has to be corrected.
A correct CN8 code has to be entered :
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After correction, also that line model can be used .
How to use now the line model table during the line entry ?
During the line entry, you will have to look at the right top side. There is a pop-up list
to get access to the table of line models :

A pop-up list will appear and this way it will be possible to choose a line model :

After the selection of a line model, some fields will already be filled, which might save
quite some time :

The rest of the declaration line will just have to be filled.
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On-going jobs
The following screen , which you will find at the menu „Tools“ and its option „On-going
jobs“, will give an overview on the jobs that have been carried out and their results :

Field
Id
File
Status

Description
Identification number of the job
Name of the file that has been imported
Status of the job :
with error(s) – the import took place and errors occurred – there are
lines
which have to be corrected
in progress – the job is still running

Action
Identity
Time
Next date

successful – the file could be imported with success and all lines are
correct
Name of the action that took place
Identification of the company for which the action took place
Date and time the job started
Next date the job will be started

If you click on one of the jobs, you will see the details about it :

In this example, you see that the import of a file has taken place. One line was in
error.
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Downloads
IDEP.WEB gives you the possibility to download a few tables from inside Idep.web to
your PC.
You will be able to use them in another software.
To get to the downloadable tables, please go to the menu

and the option

.

The downloadable tables are :
- Exchange-rates: all the exchange rates and the names oft he currency
- CN8 codes: the official good-codes from the combined nomenclature
- CN8 Transpositions : list of changes on the good-codes since last year
- Country codes : all countries in the world and the special codes used for the
„balance of payments“
- Partner countries: all the EU-Member States
- Transaction codes : table with the trading codes
- Bop-codes: the codes that are used fort he „balance of Payments“
- Company’s goods-codes : a list with the company internal good-codes
- Trade-partners: your trade-partners and their VAT numbers
- Line models : the table with the prepared declaration lines.
All files can be exported in one of the following formats :
- txt: standard text ; the fields will be separated by a comma or TAB
- xml: files in XML format
- zip: text files, but compressed, to download faster.
The Idep.web manuals are available here:
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